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Abstract:  Leadership over human beings is exercised when persons with certain motives and purposes, 
mobilize, in competition or conflict with others institutional, political, psychological and other 
resources to arouse, engage and satisfy the motivates of followers. Library managers tend to work with 
in defined bounds of known quantities using well-established techniques to accomplish pre-determined 
ends, the manager tends to stress means and neglect ends. On the other hand, library leader’s task is to 
hold, before all persons connected with the library, some vision of what its mission is and how it can be 
reached effectively. This paper in albeit is a study on the different aspects that a librarian has to adhere 
to in the process of becoming a great librarian while being competent and an effective leader. 
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Introduction: Librarianship and community service is an important element of librarianship, from its 
earliest beginnings, librarianship has been a vocation based on service to the community, dedicated to 
preserving the words and culture of society and sharing the information with its local population. While 
this core service mission of the library has remained fairly constant over time, the specific roles of 
librarians in serving their community have evolved. Today, service activities in librarianship are multi-
faceted, with practitioners working in a variety of settings including K-12 schools, business, government 
and academia.  
 
Effective librarianship is needed in terms of developing and promoting vision, fostering support for the 
organization’s mission and priorities, and making difficult decisions in ensuring the provision of 
information services for a changing, diverse, and increasingly technologically-savvy user population. 
These organizations will be in need of leaders who are knowledgeable, flexible, self-aware, collaborative 
and forward-thinking. However, ensuring this level of effective leadership is not easily accomplished, as 
the issues related to leadership are complex and multi-faceted.  
 
Competencies should link people with the organization’s strategies, goals, and objectives. When people 
are in alignment with the strategic goals of their organization or department, they are much better 
prepared to meet the challenges their jobs present. This is the best way to prepare people to succeed 
before them even being the job.  
 
Qualities of effective leaders:- The following qualities, however, can be found in most leaders. 
 
Proper Vision: Burt Nanis describes a vision as being a realistic, credible, attractive future for an 
organization. Vision is certainly one of the cornerstones of leadership. Leaders lead in to the future and 
their effectiveness will be measured by their vision in advancing the library forward. 
 
Creativity: Library leadership should challenge the professional staff to stretch their minds in creating a 
more satisfying work environment. Successful leaders are generally creative people. Thus, the library 
leader has to create a work environment wherein the librarian’s mental capacities are challenged via 
creative endeavors, and the leader must demonstrate creative skills in moving the library in to the 
future.  
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Innovation and Entrepreneurship: Innovation follows creativity in the sense that development of 
new products and services come after the idea. An innovative strategy focuses on “new and different” 
approaches for delivering library services. 
 
Planning: Results-oriented library leaders employ the principles of strategic planning while 
determining future directions. A plan without strategies is not much more than a traditional planning 
document. Strategic planning offers the creative library leader the flexibility to address and implement 
various options for realizing the library’s goals and objectives. 
 
Getting the Truth: One of the biggest problems of a leader is that of getting the truth. Colleagues may 
not want to disagree with the leader for various reasons (e.g. Job Security) and subsequently the leader 
makes mistakes. An obvious responsibility of a leader is to create a climate of trust. 
 
Values: Values are the principles or standards that help libraries determine what is worthwhile or 
desirable. Collections, staff, and effective services are typically thought of one thinks about a library’s 
values. The vision of library is based on its values. The organizational culture of the library is determined 
by values.  
 
Passion for One’s Work and Communication: Leader’s are normally very hard working people. 
Generally speaking, most library leaders love their work and cannot wait to get to work each morning. 
Also the  leader is expected to have well-developed written and oral communication skills. These skills 
are especially important when the leader is articulating the vision of the library.  
 
Inspirational Motivation: The inspirational motivation of transformational leadership provides 
followers with challenges and meaning for engaging in shared goals and undertakings.  
 
Literature Review: The leadership starts with some innate tendencies, but we agree with Brooke 
Sheldon, Warren Bennis, James Konzes, Berry Posner(2016) and others, that leadership skills can be 
developed. Brooke Sheldon(2015) writes in leaders in Libraries,” all of our students have some measure 
of leadership ability, and this ability can be identified, nurtured, and strengthened in process of 
attaining the first professional degree. Bennis says in leaders, “leadership seems to be the marshaling of 
skills possessed by a majority but used by a minority”. In the leadership challenge, Konzes and Posner 
(2017) state, “by viewing leadership as a non learnable set of character traits, a self-fulfilling prophecy 
has been created that dooms societies to having only a few good leaders. 
 
Leaders who know themselves are able to maximize their strengths, learn new skills and know when to 
get out of the way of those who can do it better. 
 
Embracing Change: Leaders must convince others that change is normal and recognizing that each 
person deals with change differently, must guide them through the chaos. Library administrators know 
all too well that the pace of change continues to accelerate. Managing change may be the single most 
important leadership skill to learn for now and the foreseeable future. 
 
Work and its secret: - By diligently one’s obligatory actions, a leader moves to the next stage of 
evolution at work-the stage of effortless action. As the leader begins to work with deep attention, work 
becomes more engaging. Attention makes any work engaging. Work we love to do never tries us. Such 
work brings us to a state of “naishkarmya” or experience of effortlessness. (Timeless leadership from 
Bhagavad Gita by Debashis Chatterjee, 2013, Pp-37). At this point, the mind enters a steady-flow state. 
This peace of mind gives us a sense of our true nature. 
 
‘Sacrifice’ is thus a critical dimension of leadership work. Krishna in the Bhagavad Gita talks about 
psychological sacrifice in terms of self-control and self-discipline, which leads to higher self-evaluation 
and self-knowledge. For instance, a leader who sacrifices small pleasures on the way to his work place 
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and arrives there on time every day acquires the virtue of punctuality, which benefits not only himself 
but also his organizations. 
Swadharma: - The privilege of leadership comes with enormous responsibility. Leaders have to live not 
only for themselves but also for others who choose to follow them. This is a timeless psychological truth. 
Most men and women imitate what their leaders do. Krishna is arousing Arjuna to accept the fact that as 
the greatest living, warrior of his time, it is Arjuna’s responsibility to leave a legacy of bravery for others 
to emulate.  

“Whatever the leader does, the other men imitate; 
Whatever he sets up as standard, the others emulate”. 

 
Krishna says leaders have many ways of accessing the supreme power depending on who they are on the 
scale of human evolution. The supreme power like electricity is impersonal. One can use electricity for 
heating an iron or for cooling a refrigerator or for revolving the blades of the fan. Electricity is 
impersonal – it neither cools nor heats up nor revolves. 
 
Timeless leadership is a life long journey, nor toward power but toward perfection. In this journey a 
leader must ceaselessly deal with the rigors of self conquest. One way leaders demonstrate their lack of 
quality of vision is when they move away from people they dislike. When they meet someone they 
dislike they get unduly perturbed. The Dalai Lama has a wonderful method of teaching people how to 
equalize their vision. 
 
Art of Undoing: Leadership as we know it has become associated with frantic action and dramatic 
results. For most people, leadership is nothing more than doer-ship. To talk about leadership in terms of 
“what the leader has done “is to tell only half of the story. The other half of the story consists of what the 
leader has undone.  
 
Leaders are Masters of Their Mind: Krishna teaches Arjuna the wisdom of minding the mind. When 
the mind of the leader is stuck in self image, he suffers alienation from his real Self. Arjuna is a victim of 
such a predicament.  He describes to Krishna the elusive and uncontrollable nature of his mind. Krishna 
acknowledges the problem and shows him the path of taming the unsteady mind by the practice of 
meditation and dispassion.  Krishna sheds light on the three disciplines of the mastery of the mind: 
concentration, detachment and transcendence.   
 
Methodology: This study was basically carried out using Literature review and participant and non-
participant observation. The observation is most common methods of gathering data. The investigator 
visited Kollam public Library and observed the functions, facilities and services and resources of the 
library. It helped the investigator to have a clear picture of the finding leadership quality and habit of 
the Library users.   For gathering information majority of users and students will depend upon the 
public library. The questionnaires were distributed to 150 randomly selected users. A simple random 
sampling procedure without replacement has been adopted in selecting the respondents. All the users 
were responded and returned the complete questionnaire. The data collected through the questionnaire 
were analyzed using statistical methods. The total sample of the students is categorized on the basis of 
qualification namely graduation and above, Higher secondary, Secondary and place of stay. 
 

Table 1: Frequency of visit to the Kollam Public Library 
 

 Frequency Percent 

Daily  86 57.3 
Twice in the week  45 30.0 

Once in a week  12 8.0 

Once in two weeks 7 4.7 

Once in a month  0 0.0 

Total  150 100.0 

(Source Primary data) 
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Table 2: Opinion about Familiarity with Kollam Public Library Services 

 

 Frequency Percent 

Familiarity with Lending services 150 100.0 
Familiarity with Reference service 90 60.0 

Familiarity with Reprographic service 150 100.0 

Familiarity with Referral service 0 0.0 

 
Table 3: Respondent’s Opinion About The Services Provided 

By The Kollam Public  Library 
 

 Frequency Percent 

Fully satisfied  7 35 

Fairly satisfied  13 65 

Not satisfied  0 0 

Total  20 100 

 
Findings: From the analysis it has been identified that a major portion of the regular users were not 
highly satisfied but were fairly satisfied with the services provided in the Kollam Public Library and even 
the regular users of the Kollam Public library were also not totally satisfied by the services provided 
despite the fact that they were comfortable with the reference and other services provided in the library. 
All these point out to the fact that there needs to be an effective leadership among the library staff. 
 
The difficulties by the respondents while using the Kollam Public Library were basically the non 
availability of sufficient number of scientific journals, lack of space inside the library, improper 
arrangement of books, inadequacy of books related to subjects and inadequacy of electronic sources as 
well as tremendous dust in the books.  
 
Creating A Safe Environment for Feedback: Learners have opportunities to practice skills and 
behaviors in safe environments and get feedback from leader-teachers and peers before trying to 
implement them in their real work settings. In learning situations like this, participants have 
opportunities to hear from, have ideas sparked, and interact with leaders other than those with whom 
they typically work.  
 
There are many advantages when leaders teach institutional knowledge, cultural, expectations and skills 
expected of managers, leaders and associates. When these are practiced in the classroom, learners are 
able to try out the uncomfortable and here perspectives and receive feedback from leaders to whom they 
typically do not report. This provides degree of realism and safety. Ideas can be tested. Skills can be 
practiced. When leaders teach in these situations, they are able to provide points of view and 
observations that have inherent value often more so than what professional trainers can add by 
themselves. 
 
Learners have an opportunity to build important networks with leaders who can be resources for 
helping them to perform their roles more effectively once the class has ended.  
 
Conclusion: Based on the current status of library leadership, there are many opportunities for 
developing leaders. The first hurdle to overcome is that of drawing a clear differentiation between 
“management” and “leadership”. The differentiation cannot be overemphasized; our tendency to refer to 
a program or session as being related to “leadership” when it is clearly “management” is destructive to 
the advancement of leadership. The library profession cannot continue to avoid the important topic of 
leadership. Learning to lead is an ongoing process. Warren Bennis and Joan Goldsmith wrote an 
interesting book on this topic: Learning to Lead: A Workbook on Becoming a Leader. This work is 
recommended for anyone aspiring to be a library leader and for those serving in library leadership role.   
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It is the intention of this article particularly to assist emerging leaders of color. Ideas such as why 
minorities need to be in library leadership positions; the differences between white and minority 
leadership. 
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